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NEW YORK; March 17, 2021 – Accenture (NYSE: ACN) has been named the Tableau Global Services Partner of Year,
the Tableau EMEA Services Partner of the Year, and the recipient of the Americas Strategic Win award.
Accenture received these awards as a result of the deep analytics experience it brings to shared clients and for delivering
implementation, systems integration, training, and solutions-building services for Tableau offerings. The awards recognize
a 5x increase in Tableau license sales influenced by Accenture in just two years, as well as Accenture’s focus on growing
Tableau certified professionals, and its continued focus on investing in new solutions across industries.

“Accenture remains committed to helping our clients use data to unlock powerful insights across their businesses,” said
Mark Farbrace, a managing director in Accenture Applied Intelligence and lead of the Tableau practice at Accenture.
“These awards recognize our continued investment in talent, our deep industry experience, and our ability to help our
clients operate with new agility across all of their business functions.”
The Tableau Partner Awards is an annual awards program honoring the outstanding performance and significant
achievements for its partners around the world. The 2020 Tableau Partner Awards recognize contributions from partners
across ten regional categories and five global categories.
About Accenture
Accenture is a global professional services company with leading capabilities in digital, cloud and security. Combining
unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 40 industries, we offer Strategy and Consulting,
Interactive, Technology and Operations services — all powered by the world’s largest network of Advanced Technology
and Intelligent Operations centers. Our 514,000 people deliver on the promise of technology and human ingenuity every
day, serving clients in more than 120 countries. We embrace the power of change to create value and shared success for
our clients, people, shareholders, partners and communities. Visit us at www.accenture.com.
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